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Abstract. Ecological theory predicts that diversity decreases variability in ecosystem function. We predict that, at the landscape scale, spatial variability created by a mosaic of contrasting patches that differ in time since disturbance will decrease temporal variability in aboveground plant biomass. Using data from a multi-year study of seven grazed tallgrass prairie landscapes, each experimentally managed for one to eight patches, we show that increased spatial variability driven by spatially patchy fire and herbivory reduces temporal variability in aboveground plant biomass. This pattern is associated with statistical evidence for the portfolio effect and a positive relationship between temporal variability and functional group synchrony as predicted by metacommunity variability theory. As disturbance from fire and grazing interact to create a shifting mosaic of spatially heterogeneous patches within a landscape, temporal variability in aboveground plant biomass can be dampened. These results suggest that spatially heterogeneous disturbance regimes contribute to a portfolio of ecosystem functions provided by biodiversity, including wildlife habitat, fuel, and forage. We discuss how spatial patterns of disturbance drive variability within and among patches.
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INTRODUCTION

Biodiversity drives many ecological processes and services (Naeem 2002, Isbell et al. 2011). The diversity–stability hypothesis predicts diverse plant communities demonstrate greater stability in biomass production and has received meta-analytical support (McNaughton 1977, Tilman et al. 2006, Ives and Carpenter 2007, Campbell et al. 2011, Gross et al. 2014). Most ecological investigations of diversity–stability interpret stability as constancy, in which an ecosystem function such as primary production changes little through time or across space (King and Pimm 1983, Caldeira et al. 2005). Defined as such, stability can be measured as variability among observational units (Caldeira et al. 2005, Ives and Carpenter 2007).

The portfolio effect and asynchrony are two mechanisms behind the diversity–stability hypothesis in plant communities (Isbell et al. 2009). In the portfolio effect, variability among community constituents averages out as the number of constituents in the community increases; i.e., as the community diversifies, constancy increases (Doak et al. 1998). The portfolio effect is attributed to both statistical inevitability and biological differences among species, although the relative contributions of each can vary among systems (Tilman et al. 1998). Biological differences create asynchrony: the less synchronized fluctuations in production are among community constituents, the more likely community-level production is stable (Loreau and de Mazancourt 2008).

While the diversity–stability hypothesis was developed and mostly tested at single spatial scales in small plots, the metacommunity concept scales production-stabilizing processes to the landscape level. A metacommunity is a set of local patches, defined as discrete
areas of habitat that hold local communities (Leibold et al. 2004). Distinguishing spatially discrete local communities from extensive metacommunities invites the hypothesis that beta diversity—i.e., differences among discrete patches or local communities—increases broad-scale stability of species composition (Zimmerman et al. 2010, Aragón et al. 2011, Pasari et al. 2013). Consistent with diversity–stability theory, portfolio effects and asynchrony mechanisms contribute to metacommunity stability (Downing et al. 2014, Thompson et al. 2015). Along with individual species, functional group diversity also enhances ecosystem stability (Bai et al. 2004, Gherardi and Sala 2015) but has not been tested in the metacommunity framework.

Variability itself can be partitioned into alpha, beta, and gamma components to relate dynamics within and across local communities to metacommunity stability. With a focus on plant biomass production, Wang and Loreau (2014) demonstrate how greater variability within local communities (alpha variability) decreases metacommunity stability (gamma variability), while greater variability across local communities (beta variability) increases metacommunity stability. Distinct biotic processes drive each component: species-specific dynamics drive alpha variability, while patch-level factors such as number of patches, unevenness across patches, and community similarity between patches drive beta variability (Wang and Loreau 2014).

We hypothesize that greater spatial unevenness of biomass production across local communities reduces temporal variability in metacommunity biomass production at the landscape scale. Our data come from seven experimental landscapes in the U.S. Great Plains managed with fire and herbivory to create a gradient of patchiness. The interaction of spatially heterogeneous fire and herbivory creates contrast between spatially discrete patches of grassland vegetation (McGranahan et al. 2012). This is similar to the relationship between spatial heterogeneity and beta variability (Wang and Loreau 2014), but neither the relationship between patch contrast and temporal stability in biomass production nor a gradient of patchiness have been experimentally explored. We expect to find (1) temporal variability in aboveground biomass will decrease as spatial variability increases; (2) a slope > 1 in the linear relationship between the logarithm of variance and the logarithm of mean aboveground biomass (Doak et al. 1998, Tilman et al. 1998); and (3) a positive relationship between temporal variability and functional group synchrony, as evidence for the portfolio effect and functional group asynchrony as stabilizing mechanisms at the metacommunity scale, respectively.

**Materials and Methods**

**Study location and design**

Our study was located at The Nature Conservancy’s 16 000-ha Tallgrass Prairie Preserve in northeastern Oklahoma, USA. The Preserve is dominated by *Andropogon gerardii* Vitman, *Schizachyrium scoparium* Nash, *Panicum virgatum* L., and *Sorghastrum nutans* (L.) Nash. Common forbs include *Ambrosia, Asclepias, Helianthus*, and *Veronia* spp.; shrubs are mostly *Rubus* spp. The temperate climate is characterized by hot summers and cold winters. Growing season (April–October) rainfall averaged 659 ± 116 mm (mean ± SE) for the study period 2011–2013.

The study consisted of seven experimental landscapes (430–980 ha) in which we manipulated the spatial pattern of fire to create different levels of patchiness, or landscape-level heterogeneity (Hovick et al. 2015). Fire pattern was manipulated by burning a different proportion of each landscape each year to create a gradient of heterogeneity, i.e., spatial variability, among spatially discrete patches. Fire-return intervals ranged from 1 to 4 yr and three landscapes with four, six, and eight patches included both spring and summer burns every year. The seven spatial-temporal fire regimes that resulted are as follows: (1) a single patch burned each spring; (2) two patches, each burned every other spring; (3) three patches, each burned every third spring; (4) four patches, each burned every fourth spring; (5) four patches, one burned every other spring and one burned every other summer; (6) six patches, one burned every third spring and one burned every third summer; and (7) eight patches, one burned every fourth spring and one burned every fourth summer. Appendix S1: Fig. S1 reproduces the design schematic presented by Hovick et al. (2015). Within each experimental landscape, cattle (*Bos taurus*) were stocked continuously during the growing season at moderate stocking rates with no interior fencing. Herbivory enhances patch contrast created by spatially heterogeneous fire because herbivores concentrate on the most recently burned patch and maintain low vegetation structure through the growing season (Allred et al. 2011, McGranahan et al. 2012).

We collected vegetation data in mid-June of each growing season from 12 randomly placed plots >200 m apart within each landscape (Hovick et al. 2015), which constitute local communities within the metacommunity variability framework (Wang and Loreau 2014). Data at each plot were averaged across 17 measurements of (1) total aboveground plant biomass and (2) canopy cover of plant functional groups. We used visual obstruction, which combines vegetation height and density (Harrell and Fuhlendorf 2002) into a non-destructive sampling technique—to estimate aboveground plant biomass (Vermeire et al. 2012). Specifically, we used a Nudds board, from which visual obstruction is observed at 1 m height from a distance of 7.5 m (Nudds 1977). We visually estimated canopy cover of plant functional groups (graminoids, forbs, and shrubs) in 0.5 m² quadrats using a cover class index (Daubenmire 1959).
Data analysis

Random-effect regression to determine variance.—We used crossed random-effect linear regression to determine the variance in aboveground plant biomass attributable to spatial and temporal factors in the sampling design (McGranahan et al. 2012, Winter et al. 2012). Although Wang and Loreau (2014) measure variability as the coefficient of variation (CV), we avoid CV with our data because CV scales with the mean while our tested effect, contrast between patch-level biomass, depends on variable means; thus for CV the pattern is overwhelmed by disproportionately minute differences in the mean of the low-biomass most recently burned patch. Our model is based on linear mixed-effect regression, which includes terms for both fixed and random effects, but includes no fixed effect term and is thus employed to model variance structure alone. Our model included a temporal term to represent variation in aboveground biomass across years (gamma variability) and a spatial term to represent variation in aboveground biomass among local communities (beta variability). We modified the custom function RE.var (McGranahan et al. 2015) to extract variance components from a random-effect regression model fit to a Gaussian distribution with the lmer function in the R package lme4 (Bates et al. 2013, R Development Core Team 2013). See the Supplement for script for RE.var and all statistical analyses.

Temporal variability vs. spatial heterogeneity.—To test the hypothesis that temporal (gamma) variability in aboveground biomass declines as spatial (beta) variability increases, we compared variance in the temporal term against variance in the spatial term of crossed random-effect regression results from each landscape with linear least-squares regression in R. For all least squares regression models, we calculated 95% confidence intervals with R function confint and extracted 95% confidence intervals for regression lines with R package ggplot2 (Wickham 2009).

Mechanisms of stabilization.—We also tested two interrelated stabilization mechanisms, the portfolio effect and asynchrony (Isbell et al. 2009). A slope greater than one in a linear relationship between the logarithm of variance and the logarithm of mean aboveground biomass represents statistical evidence for the portfolio effect (Doak et al. 1998, Tilman et al. 1998), which we tested with least squares linear regression. To test functional group asynchrony, we used Loreau and de Mazancourt’s (2008) synchrony equation, in which the variance of total biomass is divided by the squared sum of variance in the biomass of each functional group. To test for a stabilizing effect of asynchrony at the metacommunity level (i.e., reduced gamma variability), we fit temporal variability against landscape-level synchrony (i.e., beta variability) for each landscape in a least squares linear regression model (Isbell et al. 2009).

Results

Greater spatial (beta) variability was associated with lower temporal (gamma) variability in aboveground biomass ($F_{1,5} = 7.35, P = 0.04, R^2 = 0.60$; Fig. 1). The 95% confidence interval for the spatial (beta) variability term extended from −0.01 to −0.44.

As evidence that the portfolio effect accounted for decreased temporal (gamma) variability in aboveground biomass, variance in aboveground biomass increased with the mean aboveground biomass ($F_{1,5} = 10.44, P = 0.02, R^2 = 0.68, 95% CI = 0.58–5.12$; Fig. 2A). The equation for the linear regression line, log(variance) = 2.85 × log(mean) − 5.69, provides evidence for the portfolio effect because the slope, 2.85, is greater than 1. In our test of metacommunity functional group asynchrony, temporal (gamma) variability increased as synchrony increased (i.e., beta variability decreased; $F_{1,5} = 7.48, P = 0.04, R^2 = 0.60, 95% CI = 16.8–541.5$; Fig. 2B).

Discussion

Temporal (gamma) variability in aboveground biomass declined with increasing spatial (beta) variability as predicted by metacommunity variability theory (Wang and Loreau 2014). Reduced variability of an ecological property is a measure of stability in that...
property (Caldeira et al. 2005), and we suggest that spatially heterogeneous patches reinforce a portfolio effect (Doak et al. 1998, Isbell et al. 2009) within a functionally diverse landscape (Fahrig et al. 2011). While compensatory effects among plant functional groups also stabilize productivity (Bai et al. 2004, Gherardi and Sala 2015), the portfolio effect is a main mechanism of stability in mesic grassland (Hallett et al. 2014). Our study is a novel extension of the portfolio effect from plant species to functional groups in a metacommunity context.

Previous studies have examined the diversity–stability hypothesis at plot-level scales several orders of magnitude smaller than our experimental landscapes (e.g., Tilman et al. 2006, Hector et al. 2010). Our study integrates the spatially broad approach of ecosystem ecology into community ecology-based biodiversity research (Loreau 2009) and offers an experimental test of metacommunity variability theory (Wang and Loreau 2014). Specifically, we show greater beta variability reduces gamma variability. Furthermore, our results support a metacommunity portfolio effect driven by statistical probabilities as well as ecological patch dynamics including functional group asynchrony among local communities (Doak et al. 1998, Tilman et al. 1998, Tilman 1999). However, despite the negative, linear trend between temporal and spatial variability, the effect did not constantly increase from landscapes with one to eight patches. Rather, landscapes with four patches tended to occur at the end of each regression gradient opposite landscapes with one or two patches (Figs. 1 and 2), which suggests a diminishing effect of spatial variability beyond four patches. A diminished effect of spatial variability could be due to a trade-off with landscape fragmentation (Fahrig 2003) but further study with manipulated patch size, not just patch number, will be required to decompose these effects.

Our study represents the first time that landscapes driven by pyric herbivory have been explicitly conceptualized as metacommunities. Previously the shifting landscape mosaic created by patches with different times since fire has been described as being driven by the same processes of ecological disturbance and secondary succession that are asynchronous across patches (Fuhlendorf and Engle 2004). Asynchronous patch-level succession explains the diversity observed in spatially heterogeneous landscapes, as a breadth of organisms find specific resources not otherwise available in space or time in spatially homogenous landscapes (reviewed in McGranahan et al. 2013), but offers little to understand how patch-specific dynamics vary across space and through time and thus contribute to landscape-level functionality. Metacommunity theory, however, allows patches to be considered at two spatial scales simultaneously, as spatially discrete communities with independent processes that collectively contribute to landscape-level ecological properties (Loreau 2009).

![Diagram](image_url)
Our results support the importance of ecological disturbance as a factor in variability at both fine and broad scales. Although disturbance has been assumed to increase ecosystem variability (Frústegui and Rusak 2008), the metacommunity variability framework partitions overall variability into two components: alpha and beta, or within and between local communities, respectively (Wang and Loreau 2014). Under metacommunity variability theory, spatially discrete, ecological disturbance within local communities reduces compositional variability over time at the landscape level (e.g., Fuhlerdstorf et al. 2006, Zimmerman et al. 2010) by increasing beta variability. We demonstrate this effect for aboveground biomass.

Increasing beta variability by creating spatial heterogeneity, and thus reducing temporal (gamma) variability, in fire-adapted grassland depends on coupled fire and grazing disturbances. Fire shapes the pattern of vegetation, and through quality differences, vegetation shapes the pattern of herbivory. When herbivory increases contrast between patches, beta variability among patches increases; otherwise, low patch contrast can increase alpha variability relative to beta variability and increase overall (gamma) variability in the metacommunity (Adler et al. 2001, Wang and Loreau 2014). It is likely that the same factors that dampen patch contrast despite spatially heterogeneous fire regimes, e.g., invasive species and overgrazing (McGranahan et al. 2012), reduce beta variability and increase the relative effect of within-patch alpha variability. For example, in our study, the single-patch landscape had a spatially homogenous fire pattern and did not induce spatially discrete, patch-level herbivory. The subsequent dispersed pattern of herbivory did not create spatial heterogeneity, consistent with high alpha variability in metacommunity variability theory (Wang and Loreau 2014). This is the dominant pattern of homogenously managed grassland across the US Great Plains (McGranahan et al. 2012), which challenges biodiversity conservation because low patch contrast limits niche opportunities for wildlife and increases temporal species turnover (Hovick et al. 2015).

Biodiversity studies are often motivated by a concern for what biodiversity loss means for ecosystem function, and ours is no different. These results have implications within the context of global environmental change, as increased landscape heterogeneity might buffer ecosystem function. Aboveground biomass relates to a breadth of functions, including wildlife habitat, fuel for fire, and forage for herbivores. Simply stated, heterogeneous landscapes, which include lawn-like patches to deep litter and tall, rank necromass, support greater biological diversity than homogeneous landscapes (McGranahan et al. 2013). And in periods of drought and/or high animal numbers, previously ungrazed, accumulated biomass functions as emergency forage for herbivores (Fynn 2012). Although moribund material is often the lowest-quality forage in the landscape (Sensenig et al. 2010), these patches buffer against starvation, and actually stabilize herbivore populations by balancing forage quality against quantity (Owen-Smith 2004). Many landscapes are nonequilibrium systems in which variation in biomass availability can destabilize ecosystem structure and function, especially if secondary productivity does not respond in kind (Fynn 2012). Our results that increasing spatial heterogeneity buffers against temporal variability suggest heterogeneity can be managed to buffer ecosystem response to global environmental change (Turner 2010).
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